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I

INTRODUCTION

“Law review” denotes a law-related publication, edited either
by law students, law faculty, or both, which is sponsored or
supported at least in part by a law school, which appears at least
once each calendar year in a permanent form …1
Over the past two years a small body of literature has built up in
the United States in relation to the future of the traditional law
review in the age of the internet and technological change. A paper
by Bernard Hibbitts, entitled “Last Writes? Re-assessing the Law
Review in the Age of Cyberspace” was instrumental in provoking
this discussion.2 Hibbitts’s main thesis is that the dominant form of
the North American law review not only should, but is destined to
give way in the next decade to a new era of electronic selfpublishing.
The issue of law reviews is an important one for academics,
judges and students. Law reviews play a central role in the
dissemination of scholarly legal knowledge. They perform a
gatekeeping function, filtering academic output through a review
process. At the same time the review process forms part of the
quality assurance role of law reviews, in combination with the
editorial process. Publication in law reviews is also an increasingly
important determinant in relation to tenure and promotion for
academics. Yet to date there has been little examination of
Australian law reviews, despite the fact that many of Hibbitts’s

reasons for the demise of the law review are potentially applicable
in an Australian setting.
Certain important questions remain unanswered: how well does
the Australian law review perform its role; what is the preferable
model for the editorial board of an Australian law review; and what
is the best way of processing law review articles, from the time of
submission to the time of publication? These questions deserve
attention if the efforts of authors, editors and readers of law review
articles in Australia are to be worthwhile. Law reviews have the
potential to have an enduring influence on the development of the
law, yet there is a danger that law reviews may deteriorate into no
more than a self-serving stepping stone in a lawyer’s career. It is
only by monitoring their direction and progress that we can ensure
Australian law reviews will take the former path rather than the
latter. The importance of the undertaking is not diminished by the
recognition that if writing for law reviews is a rather academic
pastime, writing about law reviews must be remarkably so.
To begin with, this article considers the traditional justifications
for law reviews, and contrasts this with the view presented by
Hibbitts. The way in which law reviews generally operate in
Australia is then distinguished from those in North America,
followed by an evaluation of the different approaches that can be
used in relation to the composition of the editorial board and the
processes for selecting and editing articles. Finally, the impact of
the internet and new computer technologies on law reviews in
Australia is examined.

II

THE TRADITIONAL FUNCTION OF THE LAW
REVIEW

One of the original functions of student run law reviews was to
train and educate the students serving on the review.3 Editors
working on an article are educated in the process, improving their
knowledge of the subject of the article, their research skills and
their own writing.4 This work may also help students in their
subsequent careers5 by providing an opportunity to undertake legal
work to a professional standard. 6 Working on a law review is in
many ways comparable to working in the law as a practitioner,
academic or judge: and may involve similar challenges and external
influences (eg political or financial constraints). 8 Moreover, unlike

many other student pursuits in the law faculty such as mooting,
work performed on a law review is permanently recorded and has
the potential to influence directly the development of the law. 9
Indeed, another important function of the law review is to affect
the development of the law by influencing the judiciary. Chief
Justice Earl Warren has said that law reviews “have long served an
invaluable function in the development of our jurisprudence.”10
Although law review articles are not universally well received
within the judiciary11 they are commonly cited by the courts and
will occasionally have a significant impact on the law. 12 Articles
may also be helpful and influential to judges even when not
ultimately cited in the decision.13 Law review articles can also
affect the development of legislation.14 For example, statute
annotators often contain references to law review articles which can
then be considered by barristers and solicitors in interpreting the
relevant legislation and presenting this interpretation to the court. 15
The legislator may also rely on law review articles in drafting
statutory provisions and determining what areas need further
statutory regulation.16
Finally, the law review is intended to provide practitioners,
academics and students with a reference source to draw upon in
developing a well-formed argument or understanding a legal
issue.17 In the first stage of collecting material, law review articles
can reduce the time needed for research by drawing together the
cases, legislation and other sources relevant to a particular problem
or area of law. Ideally, the articles not only group sources, but also
identify the most important among them. Justice Cardozo wrote in
1931 that the courts used law reviews to “canalize the stream [of
legal precedent] and redeem the inundated fields.” 18 Given the
increasing number of legal precedents made available by
information technology, the usefulness of selecting and ordering
authority can only be increasing. In the second stage of analysis
which involves reasoning and problem-solving, the critique and
discussion contained in law review articles can also be a useful
springboard.19

III

A REASSESSMENT BY HIBBITTS

Hibbitts’s paper challenges both the purpose and the operation
of the traditional law review, suggesting that it is a self-fulfilling

exercise for those involved with no real goal beyond publication
itself. He writes:
the law review is the supreme institution of the contemporary American
legal academy. Virtually all accredited law schools have one; quite a
few have several. Law schools depend upon law reviews for publicity
and prestige. Law professors depend upon law reviews for publication
and promotion. Law students depend upon law reviews for education
and eventual employment. 20

This sentiment echoes from as far back as 1936 when Rodell
commented:
The leading articles … are for the most part written by professors …
whose chief interest is in getting something published so they can wave
it in the faces of their deans when they ask for a raise … The students
who write for the law reviews are egged on by the comforting thought
that they will be pretty sure to get jobs when they graduate in return for
their slavery, and the super-students who do the editorial or dirty work
are egged on even harder by the knowledge that they will get even
better jobs.21

Rier has even gone so far as to say that the manifest (or
primary) function of the law review is for authors to be published
rather than for their articles to be read.22 In contrast to scientific and
medical journals,23 legal publication is a goal in itself rather than a
means of informing members of the legal profession of current
developments and new ways of thinking.24 This seems to be taken
as a given by Closen and Dzielak, who write: “[s]ince law review
articles are published to be written but not necessarily read,
creating more places in which to publish manuscripts has provided
practitioners and students the opportunity to write law review
articles and hence experience this educational activity.25
Hibbitts presents the functions of today’s law review against the
backdrop of the historical reasons for its creation, including a need
to compete with the publications of other disciplines within the
university, and the development of faster, better and cheaper
printing and paper-making processes.27 In this context, any “legal
considerations”,27 such as a desire to facilitate interaction within the
legal community, seem to be merely peripheral. The continuation
of the law review in its traditional form therefore cannot be
justified on the basis that it serves as an indispensable tool for
communication. In addition, Hibbitts highlights several criticisms
of law reviews which suggest that they are failing to achieve even
the limited goal of giving authors somewhere to write, if not to be
read. These include the lack of experience and expertise of student

editors in selecting and editing law review articles, their bias
towards certain subjects and styles, and the long delays in
publication.28
Hibbitts proposes that, just as in the late 19th century law
reviews sprang from advances in printing technology, it is now
time to take advantage of “computer-mediated communications
technologies” in developing a new age of legal publication.29
However, he argues that simply transposing law review articles
from paper to the internet, Lexis/Nexis or Westlaw to enable
quicker and easier access to the full text is not enough. The entire
“institutional and editorial structures” of law reviews need to be
overhauled in order to realise the potential for legal scholarship
provided by the new technologies. Hibbitts’s answer is selfpublication on the World Wide Web. He suggests that this would
allow immediate publication without uncertain delays, and would
prevent preoccupation with styles and topics which will be
favoured by law review editors and avoid editing by inexperienced
students. At the same time, hypertext links could be used to take
readers directly to the source referred to by the author (assuming
that source is also published on the Web). A more flexible
approach to publication could be adopted whereby readers can post
comments on the paper and the author can continually adapt it
taking into account these comments as well as relevant
developments in the law.30

IV

AUSTRALIAN LAW REVIEWS

Several aspects of Australian law reviews as a whole
distinguish them from the picture of the traditional North American
law review presented by Hibbitts. Most importantly, many of
Hibbitts’s arguments target student editorship of law reviews and
the lack of peer review systems. 31 However, unlike in North
America,32 several leading Australian law reviews are edited by
academics33 and practitioners34 rather than students.35 Moreover,
many Australian law reviews, whether student-edited or not, tend to
rely heavily on independent review by experts or “referees” in the
field.36 Articles written by Australian academics and published in
refereed journals are perceived to be of much greater value to the
supporting institution (in terms of both finance and prestige) than
articles in non-refereed journals. Articles published in refereed

journals are also accorded greater weight when the Department of
Employment, Education, Training and Youth Affairs determines
the amount of the government grant to be made to the institution.37
The typically anonymous review process (whereby the identity
of the author is not disclosed to the referee, and vice versa) has
several consequences.38 First, the referee need not fear professional
retribution from the author for giving an unfavourable, but honest,
review of a submission. In addition, the quality of an article can be
judged independently of the standing of its author.39 Hence,
Supreme Court judges and partners of major law firms may
conceivably find their work rejected while law students may be
published in their first year at university. This contrasts with the
description by Closen and Dzielak of the types of articles published
in North American law reviews, 40 where a clear delineation seems
to apply between “non-student” (lead articles, essays, book
reviews) and “student” articles (shorter comments and case
notes).41
Student editors and members of the editorial boards of
Australian law reviews may differ from students editing North
American law reviews. On average, the Australian students would
tend to be younger than their North American counterparts, because
law is generally taken as an undergraduate rather than a
postgraduate degree in Australia in contrast to the system in most
North American universities.42 Some might argue that this
difference makes for less skilful editing and mature decisionmaking in Australian student-run law reviews.43 On the other hand,
the popular combined courses in Australian universities44 (eg
Commerce/ Law, Arts/Law, Science/Law, Engineering/Law and
even Medicine/Law) are generally completed in five rather than the
standard three or four years (for straight law courses). This
provides a significantly longer period of exposure to law (albeit
less intensively during that period) and perhaps a better opportunity
to examine legal concepts critically with the broader perspective
provided by simultaneous45 studies in an unrelated discipline.46
Partly as a result of the popularity of five year combined law
courses, selection for student membership of Australian law
reviews appears to differ somewhat from the procedure used in
North American law reviews. Typically, North American law
reviews select student members based on a combination of three
techniques. These generally47 involve selection of second year

students (where the standard law course takes three years) based
on: first year results; a writing competition open to those students
whose first year results meet a minimum standard, or; a writing
competition open to all law students.48 In contrast, Australian law
reviews tend to select on the basis of results in preceding years in
the law school (generally leading to recruitment of students from
second to fifth year).49 Hence, criticisms that reliance on results in a
single year is arbitrary and unreliable50 do not generally apply to
Australian law reviews.
This article does not purport to contain a comprehensive
analysis of the “success” of Australian law reviews. However, if
that success is judged by the degree of scholarly influence that law
review articles have, the chance of success can be maximised by
using. the most reliable methods for choosing an editorial board,
then selecting and editing articles, as discussed in this article. If an
editorial board is biased or inexperienced, worthy articles may be
rejected. If the anonymity of referees is not protected they may be
inclined to accept undeveloped articles out of loyalty to their
colleagues or supervisors. If an article is not properly edited it may
be under-utilised because readers find it too difficult to follow or to
locate the references it contains. Thus, the suitability of the
methods used by a particular law review is likely to correlate
directly with the substantive effect which the articles in that review
have on the law. The differences between typical North American
and Australian law reviews raise several questions about the most
appropriate method for publishing legal articles. Tradition alone
can no longer justify the choices made in running law reviews,
particularly given the additional challenges presented by the new
technologies highlighted by Hibbitts.

V

THE EDITORIAL BOARD
A Student Editors

The main distinguishing feature of student editors is obviously
their lack of experience in the law, which is generally regarded as a
negative when it comes to running law reviews. 51 Student editors
may be faced with a steep learning curve during a relatively short
time working on the law review. 52 They may have few connections
with faculty members or other experts in particular fields53 and so
lack adequate support in making decisions about how to run the law

review or which articles to publish. There is also a perception that
student editors are more apt than faculty editors to struggle with the
author about the text.54 This struggle may result as much from the
students’ concern to maintain their authority despite their position
(eg they may often be younger and will almost always be less
experienced than the author)55 as the authors’ disdain for
suggestions from mere students as opposed to colleagues or
superiors.56
Despite these criticisms, student editors are in many ways
preferable to editors who may be established professionals but who
may have little time to spare for the groundwork that students are
prepared to undertake. Student editors may have fewer
preconceived ideas about the suitability of particular topics, 57 and
more time58 to do tedious “footnoting” and careful proofreading.59
These tasks will often reveal significant errors of style or substance
even by experienced authors.60 Students are also less likely to have
conflicts of interest or possible bias whereas, for example, faculty
editors may work with the author or may even be rivals in a
particular field of publication.61 Finally, students are more likely to
be willing and able to complete editorial work for little or no
charge. This financial saving translates into lower costs for
subscribers62 and supporting law schools.63

B Faculty Editors
Faculty members obviously have a great deal more experience
in legal analysis and legal writing than students, and as such are
generally regarded as having superior skills when it comes to
editing.64 Faculty editors are less often criticised for being
overzealous in their editing and for engaging in unproductive and
unnecessary struggles with authors over the text of articles. They
also tend to have a much broader network on which they can rely
for potential referees and a wiser approach when it comes to
selecting which topics are worthy of publication. On the other
hand, “faculty edited law reviews are extremely vulnerable to being
captured by one viewpoint”.65 In other words, a law review edited
by faculty may become dedicated to a particular cause or theory
rather than remaining an open forum for quality articles from
various perspectives. This is in part due to the fact that the
membership of a faculty editorial board may remain completely or

substantially static for some years, rather than changing altogether
every few years as student editors complete their studies and move
on. In addition, faculty members are more likely than students to
have developed particular areas of expertise and interest to the
exclusion of other areas. Thus, the benefits of student editing may
often outweigh those of faculty editing and it is simplistic to
suggest that Hibbitts’s criticisms of law reviews could be addressed
by a shift away from student editing.

VI

THE ARTICLE SELECTION PROCESS
A Student Selection

In the United States, student-run law reviews typically select
articles themselves, without the assistance of those outside the law
review.66 In other words they are non-refereed journals.67 It is in
this area that students’ lack of experience causes the most
concern.68 Student members of law reviews are underqualified, 69
inherently cautious and “lack the confidence to distinguish the truly
innovative from the foolish.”70 Student editors themselves realise
that this method of article selection is problematic, and may
welcome faculty advice in selecting articles even if no formal
process of external review is in place. 71 However, even where
faculty assistance is sought, the absence of anonymity in the
selection process means there is a risk that more established authors
will be unduly favoured.

B Peer Review
Unlike most law reviews in the United States, law reviews in
Australia generally employ a system of independent peer review. 72
The peer review process typically operates in the following way.
Upon receipt of a manuscript the editor of the review makes a
preliminary assessment of its merit. On the basis of this preliminary
assessment, the manuscript is either rejected or sent out for external
review by a referee. The editor or the editorial board selects a
referee “on the basis of [their] expertise and knowledge of the
area”.73 Sometimes the citations to other scholarship made by the
author in his or her manuscript indicate appropriate referees. 74
Some law reviews include guidelines for the referee indicating
evaluation criteria. Referees then return their comments on the

manuscript, sometimes separating comments for the author and for
the editor. The editors make the final decision on whether to
publish the article or not.75
Peer review can be “open” (where the referee and the author are
aware of each other’s identity); “single-blind” (where the referee
knows the author’s identity but the author does not know the
referee’s identity, or vice versa); or “double-blind” (where neither
the author nor the referee is aware of the other’s identity). Doubleblind reviewing is the most rigorous form of peer review and the
form favoured by most Australian law reviews. Anonymity is
intended to encourage fearless review so that manuscripts can be
assessed without the apprehension of later recrimination,76 while
reducing the possibility of biases77 such as friendship, reputation 78
and institutional authority.79 Given the desire to ensure anonymity,
it is generally not appropriate for authors to suggest referees,
although it might be quite proper to indicate referees who might not
be suitable. It is also generally inappropriate to use a referee from
the same institution as the author. Of course, double-blind
reviewing is sometimes impossible. In some circumstances, the
author is revealed through the work. Particularly in Australia,
referees in a specialised area may know each other personally, and
will often recognise the work of one of their colleagues. In these
circumstances it may be desirable to seek an overseas referee or at
least comments from more than one referee. The peer review
process is aimed at protecting the quality and reputation of the
journal by subjecting manuscripts to a dispassionate evaluation by
the author’s academic peers80 on the assumption that “work which
has merit can be objectively determined by critical minds.”81
Referees do not receive any monetary remuneration for their work,
although there is some scholarly distinction in being asked to
review an article.82 As such, from the law journal’s perspective,
peer review is no less attractive financially than student selection.
Ideally, peer review should also be used to offer the author written
feedback,83 which is particularly important for the author of a
manuscript which has not been accepted for publication or which is
accepted subject to revision or particular amendments. Constructive
feedback may range from raising questions “at the heart of the
author’s scholarly effort84 to merely pointing out weaknesses in the
structure or style of the manuscript. In any case, formal feedback of
this kind from an expert in the field may be crucial in allowing the

author to revise or extend the work so that it is subsequently
accepted for publication in the same or a different law review. 85 In
a law review where students select the articles, potential authors
cannot be aided in this way.
The peer review process is not infallible. Editors have a
significant degree of power in selecting referees, with the result that
certain referees may be used too often and others too rarely. While
high profile referees may be particularly experienced, they may not
have the time to give a manuscript proper consideration. 86 In
addition, peer review relies on the diligence of editors to recognise
and remedy: the misapprehension or ignorance of referees;
undisclosed conflicts of interest of referees; and procrastination by
referees leading to delays in publication. 87 If only one referee is
used (rather than two or more as is frequent in some other
disciplines)88 these difficulties can be exacerbated such that in
some circumstances the notion of anonymity and impartiality is
reduced to a mere fiction. Australian law reviews generally seek
only one referee’s report for each submission so that the choice of
referee can become crucial.89 Student editors in the United States
have also cited a study by the American Council of Learned
Societies which reported that “the peer-review system for deciding
what gets published in scholarly journals is biased in favor of
‘established’ researchers, scholars from prestigious institutions, and
those who use ‘currently fashionable approaches’ to their
subjects.”90 Another problem cited by critics of peer review is a
lack of consistency in the review process, with well-known authors
favoured over new authors.91 However, most of these problems
(which also exist when students select articles) can be addressed
through “double blind” review, or even a policy of using two
referees for each submission.

C Symposia
Many law reviews occasionally publish a “symposium” on a
particular topic or theme. This involves devoting an entire or part
of an issue to a particular topic or theme, and soliciting articles and
comments on that topic.92 In some cases, a general call for
submissions on the topic is made and any author is welcome to
respond. Alternatively (or in addition), individual authors are
invited to submit an article for publication in the symposium. When

such an invitation is made, there is generally an understanding
between the law review editors and the author that the law review
agrees to publish the author’s submission unless it fails to meet
some basic standard in terms of quality: “the threshold for
withdrawing an invitation will be far, far below the same journal’s
standard for accepting an article in competitive submissions”.93
There is a trade-off in this arrangement. The author is virtually
assured of publication with minimal competition, while the law
review may secure the work of an author who would otherwise
choose to submit his or her work elsewhere. The use of symposia
can thus be particularly attractive to lesser-known law reviews.94 A
symposium issue may be more successful in enticing readers than
an ordinary issue because of the focus on a particular issue and the
grouping of authors who are experts in that area. 95 On the other
hand, if the authors are selected individually there is the potential
for unwanted delays in publication if even one author is slow in
preparing their submission or withdraws at the last minute. 96 In
addition, difficulties may arise if a solicited article is for some
reason unsuitable for publication. Finally, if there is no independent
review of a solicited article there may be a concern about quality,
or authors may be reluctant to contribute due to the perception that
non-refereed articles are less highly regarded (as noted above).

D Multiple Submissions
Most North American student-run law reviews accept “multiple
submissions”,97 which occur where an author submits the same
manuscript to several law reviews at once. In contrast, Australian
law reviews typically require that any manuscript submitted for
publication must not have been submitted elsewhere. This
discrepancy is apparently linked to the more frequent use of peer
review systems in Australia than in North America, since the added
time, effort and expense of referees in reviewing submissions
necessitates a ban on multiple submissions. While it might be
considered acceptable for editors (and particularly student editors)
to spend time reviewing submissions which are later withdrawn and
published elsewhere, this practice becomes much more
inappropriate where external professionals are used as referees. 98
Yet even where the task of selecting articles is undertaken
solely by the law review editors, and even where these editors are

students, the practice of multiple submissions is problematic. First,
it is open to abuse by authors “using an offer by one review staff as
a “bargaining chip” with another law review staff” or withdrawing
articles accepted for publication by one law review following a
subsequent offer of publication by a more prestigious review. 99
Secondly, aside from any substantive review undertaken by editors,
the mere processing of submissions involves significant amounts of
time, effort and expense in terms of written correspondence,
telephone calls and database entries. This can be a significant strain
on resources if numerous submissions are made and later
withdrawn before or after a decision has been made by the law
review as to their suitability for publication.100 Thirdly, this strain
on resources is likely to impact on the review process such that
authors’ credentials and qualifications become a component or a
more important component in the decision of whether or not to
accept the submission.101 Reliance on credentials in this manner
reduces the resources expended on reviewing the submission, but at
the same time introduces bias into the publication process, most
likely at the expense of quality and originality. If multiple
submissions are allowed at all, it is preferable to limit the practice
in terms of the number of submissions of the same article that can
be made simultaneously.102 In addition, an author making multiple
submissions should advise each law review of the other reviews to
which the manuscript has been submitted, and once the manuscript
has been accepted for publication should withdraw it from all the
other reviews.103 This prevents the practice of “trading up” (waiting
for the best offer and then withdrawing the manuscript) and thus
reduces the amount of energy expended by the law review editors
and referees in the review process. In addition, the author then has
an incentive “to make a realistic assessment of the type and quality
of journal that his [or her] article belongs in” 104 rather than making
indiscriminate submissions to numerous journals. This analysis of
the types of selection processes that law reviews can use suggests
that Hibbitts’s indictment of student editors may be unjustified. The
various processes available compound the issues to be resolved in
selecting articles. It is much more than a matter of deciding who
should edit the review. Indeed, strict peer review processes together
with the use of symposia where appropriate to the status of the
journal and the area of law may produce the best results when
combined with student editors and a prohibition on multiple

submissions. On that view, Australian law reviews are better able
to answer Hibbitts’s criticisms as these processes are already
widespread.

E Too Many Articles?
The growing number of Australian law reviews might suggest
that there are too many law reviews or too many law review
articles. However, at the time an article is first submitted to a law
review, and even at the time it is first published, it is almost
impossible to determine whether or not it will have a significant
impact on the development, practice or theory of a particular area
of law. It may be many years before the importance of a particular
article is revealed or before it is used by others in their research.
Thus, if fewer articles were published, and more articles rejected as
being of insufficient relevance or “quality” (as determined at the
time of submission), there would be a risk of losing access to what
might later be discovered to be extremely useful papers. Surely it is
better to publish more articles and accept that some will be unread
or unimportant than to publish fewer at the risk of missing out on
worthy articles in the long run. At the same time (as will be
discussed further below)105 a balance is required to prevent a sea of
articles from being published without appropriate tools for
evaluating and classifying those articles. A notable feature of the
changing character of Australian law reviews is the rise of
specialist journals, both in number and influence. 106 In Australia
there is a vast range of journals specialising on areas such as public
law, corporations law, criminal law, torts, contracts, and taxation.107
The influence of these journals may be increasing because their
readership includes not only academics but also specialist
practitioners who may not (due to lack of time or interest) read
university law reviews.108 One advantage of specialist law journals
is that they have a greater capacity for succinct communication of
ideas because their authors can assume that the reader possesses a
certain level of background knowledge in the area. 109 In addition,
they play an important role in helping the reader categorise their
reading rather than having to wade through articles which are
irrelevant to their field of expertise. This shows the importance of
assessing the range of law reviews as a whole rather than simply
calculating the absolute number of law review articles. When

classified in a manageable way a greater number of articles will
prove useful than if there were no such classification system.
One way of assessing whether there are too many law review
articles in Australia and whether they are being taken seriously is to
consider how often these articles are actually read and cited.
Assuming that an author will generally cite only those articles
which he or she has found valuable or a useful source of
information, citation analysis provides some evidence of the impact
of Australian law review articles. A recent study by Ramsay and
Stapleton indicates that in Australia, just over half the citations are
to Australian journals, and the five most cited journals are
Australian.110 While Australian academics do appear to look
internationally for ideas, and particularly for interdisciplinary
journals, it seems that Australian law reviews provide an important
source of ideas for research by legal academics and a fundamental
scholarly influence.

VII

THE EDITING PROCESS

Most authors do not mind vigorous editing of citations, and may
often appreciate it. Ensuring the accuracy of each citation involves
poring “over the sources, searching for minute inaccuracies,
detecting mischaracterizations, and discovering the misquoted work
or the omitted italics”.111 However, insistence on strict compliance
with every detail of the “Bluebook” is a constant complaint by
North American authors.112 The Bluebook is the common name for
A Uniform System of Citation113 which is a book on legal citation
published by a number of law reviews led by Harvard. 114 It
provides a widely accepted standard for legal citation in the United
States,115 although its complex and difficult rules have received
considerable criticism.116 Posner complains that “[t]he time that law
students and lawyers spend mastering and applying the manifold
rules of the Bluebook is time taken away from other lawyerly
activities, mainly from thinking about what they are writing”. l17
Canada also has a uniform citation guide, the Canadian Guide to
Legal Citation.118 Australia presently lacks such a guide, but the
Australian Guide to Legal Citation is attempting to assume that
position.119 Aside from citations, editing of grammar and language
is accepted as being an important part of the task of law review
editors.120 However, criticism has been made of overzealous editors

(and particularly student editors)121 in this regard: “An editor
oriented toward smoothing out the prose can easily and unwittingly
jar the meaning of a precariously balanced sentence. Sometimes the
editor will parse each sentence according to a perverse set of
mythical grammar rules …”.122 Another criticism is that even
assuming the meaning of a sentence or phrase remains intact, too
vigorous editing may destroy the individual voice of the author: the
important task of editing a journal is to preserve the distinctive
craggy voice of each author for the benefit of readers who quickly
tire of homogenized articles written in standard corporate style. ...
individuality has to shine through, and … one of the pleasures in
reading a journal is to hear the cadence of familiar authors as you
read their prose. Editing should highlight individual styles, not
wipe them out.123
In relation to the editing process, it does seem that student
editors are more often viewed as wrenching control of the article
from the author than are faculty editors. In this regard Hibbitts is
probably correct in demanding a reassessment of the way law
reviews operate. However, that is not to say that the solution is
abandoning law reviews altogether. Rather, it should be
acknowledged that student editors need to be wary of over-editing
(perhaps less so in Australia than North America due in part to the
long absence of a Bluebook equivalent). This may take some
prodding from authors and faculty advisors. Once that
acknowledgment is made a change in the approach to editing
should follow in order to serve better the interests of readers as well
as authors.

VIII

THE AGE OF CYBERSPACE

A Electronic Publication
Several law reviews in Australia are currently published solely
by electronic means, including E Law,124 the High Court Review125
and the National Law Review.126 Lexis/Nexis and Westlaw are
among the few centralised databases that provide the full text of
articles in electronic format. Databases that provide abstracts or key
words of articles are more common, eg the Index to Legal
Periodicals and Legaltrac. Electronic publication has the potential
for customisation127 of legal scholarship, meaning that a single
article can be presented in different formats or with different

emphases depending on the reader’s particular interests. The reader
can easily search an electronic publication, eg for key words or
case references.128 While at the moment searches often have to be
phrased using Boolean terms, increasing natural language searching
will be possible.129 It also does away with the need for physical
storage space, and potentially increases accessibility by making
distance irrelevant.130 Finally, electronic publication is capable of
much shorter publication and delivery times than paper publication,
and eliminates printing and postage costs.131 It is true that law
review articles are rarely read immediately, instead being filed
away for future reference when the practitioner or academic runs
into that particular topic.132 On the other hand, often an article, case
note or comment will be highly topical such that rapid publication
is crucial. For example, an important case might be reconsidered or
overruled during the period it takes to publish an article on that
case, leaving the article uninteresting, out of date or even unfit for
publication.
However, electronic publication also has its risks in practice.
One risk is that material will not be adequately archived. While
archiving practices are established for printed journals, they are not
yet fully developed for electronic publications.133 This means that
especially as technology changes, access to scholarship published
electronically a few years ago may not be possib1e. 134 Also, while
electronic publishing has the potential in theory to increase
accessibility, many institutions and even whole countries lack the
infrastructure required to support it, creating an information
rich/information poor divide.135 Similarly, not all individuals have
the technical expertise and equipment to access publications on the
Web.136 Finally, the reader of an electronically published article is
confined to either reading the article at a computer screen, or
printing it out.137 Many people, particularly the more senior
members of what is traditionally a conservative profession, would
prefer to read material on paper rather than from a screen. Unless a
paper is printed out it is difficult to highlight, 138 make notes on,
read on the train and take home to consider further. If a reader were
working in a library it would be even more difficult to read the
entire paper from the screen undisturbed.
More perplexing issues arise from the potential for legal writing
to be published solely electronically making use of technologies
which facilitate hypertext links to other sites. At a basic level,

hypertext can be used to allow the reader to view the text of a
footnote by holding the cursor over the footnote reference number.
A text box appears showing the contents of the footnote rather than
the footnotes being shown at the bottom of the page as would be
the case for a paper version. An article published on the internet
could also contain links allowing the reader to make bigger
“jumps” to other sources mentioned in the text. For example, where
the author referred to a statute, case, book or article the reader
could click on that reference and be taken instantly to the full text
of the source material. Although at the moment relatively few
articles and books are published on the internet, 139 making links to
these sources unlikely, publication of this kind is likely to increase
in the near future. Moreover, full text of legislation and cases for
many countries is available on a number of sites already, and links
of this nature are already common between those sites. 140
In many cases, techniques such as those discussed would be
very useful to the reader in checking original sources rather than
relying on the author to describe them accurately. An article could
serve as a springboard for further research in the area by going
directly to many relevant materials. However, the convenience of
hypertext links should not be allowed to obscure the significant
impact this technology would have on legal writing and reading. To
begin with, if a reader jumps from one article to a wide variety of
sources this reduces the capacity for editorial control, whether a
law review editor or the author (as in the case of self-publication)
does the editing. It would be virtually impossible for the editor to
ensure that each source to which the article linked was accurate, up
to date and of sufficient quality.141 More importantly, allowing the
author to leave the text and look at other materials in the middle of
reading an article involves a disruption to the linear nature of
reading.142 A complex theory can be conveyed in writing only
through a sustained narrative and sustained attention by the reader,
who thereby engages with the text to the extent of entering a kind
of “reverie”.143 If the reader is constantly changing direction to
view not only footnotes but also source materials the capacity for
reverie is lost:
Academic knowledge requires a great deal of contemplative reflection
on descriptions of experience of the world. In a computer program the
reader does not follow a linear sequence, but tends to move from one bit
of information to another, moving across surfaces. This hastening from
one site to another does not allow the words to resonate inwardly, nor

does it allow for a sinking into reverie. Depth is replaced by breath of
range, and context and chronology are sacrificed. What is highlighted is
speed, image, non-rhetorical links. The screen is of indeterminate depth,
nothing is fixed on it, and reading becomes skimming, extensive rather
than intensive. Narrative becomes an impossibility. There is no
beginning, middle or end, no sustained argument with a history, only a
collection of fragments of information. The structure of the text is
undermined.144

At the same time, the inability to hold the undivided attention of
the reader in these circumstances threatens the centrality of the
author and the text. Instead of the author directing the reader in
terms of the order of thoughts as written in the article, and the
importance of each issue covered, the reader is free to look at any
number of sources in quick succession and to make their own
decisions about the validity of each.145 Postmodernist theory may
celebrate the consequent collapse of the narrative and the control or
domination by the author,146 yet “domination by the author has
been, at least till now, the point of reading and writing”. 147
Particularly in the case of legal articles, the author’s aim is to do
more than direct the author to various cases and other articles on a
topic. Ideally, the author has a new point to make which develops
from earlier materials but which only the author can put together as
he or she conceives it. The author’s ideas do not exist
independently of the writing, and knowledge gained from those
ideas must not be confused with information gained from the pure
data of the source material. 148 In addition, the author’s distinct
voice is an inherent part of the article, which is why overediting has
been so often condemned.

B Self-publication on the World Wide Web
An important argument for self-publication on the Web or
otherwise is that it naturally eliminates the possibility of rejection
by a third party editor, enabling the author to reach the reader
directly. However, the case for self-publication is not so clear-cut.
Assume that no piece of legal writing is so “bad” that it does not
deserve to be published anywhere.149 It is true that one or more
review editors may nevertheless reject an article because of funding
concerns or because it is not in tune with the rest of the review or
the particular standards the review has adopted. However, if that
occurs, the author is free to submit the article to other reviews, and
generally would find a place for publication eventually. 150 Self-

publication is thus not the only solution.151 Furthermore, apart from
the basic function of choosing which articles to reject or accept,
editors also play an important role in editing those articles that have
been accepted for publication.152 Self-publication on the Web
sidesteps that process and quality potentially suffers as a result.153
Self-publication would dramatically increase the number of
articles available to the interested reader, 154 without the screen of
law reviews to act as a classification tool. As mentioned above,
some law reviews specialise in particular areas of law155 while
others accept legal articles on any topic. 156 A reader may be more
interested in a particular law review because of its specialist focus,
its prestige157 or its typically theoretical or practical 158 slant. The
use of expert referees by particular law reviews may also indicate
to the reader the general “standard” of articles published by those
reviews. All these differences enable the reader to choose which
articles to read where time and resource limitations necessarily
prevent the reader from reading all articles pub1ished.159 In
contrast, without a relatively sophisticated index or classification
system160 on the internet which is generally accepted by authors
across the globe,161 the reader would have greater difficulty
isolating those self-published articles that are likely to be of interest
and importance. Ironically, the creation of a classification system of
this kind would involve a “classifier” stepping in between the
author and reader, in a manner analogous to an editor selecting and
rejecting articles for publication in a traditional law review. It is
precisely this capacity for third party control that Hibbitts seeks to
escape.

C Continuous Updating of Electronic Articles
Hibbitts’s proposal that self-published articles be constantly
updated and reviewed based on reader feedback notes posted on the
Web is theoretically both plausible and commendable. This process
would involve the readers taking on the traditional editorial role of
editing the article in every respect. It would allow for greater
interaction between author and readers, which would aid the author
in improving not only the subject article but future articles based on
readers’ feedback. In addition, continuous updating of this kind
could potentially eliminate the need for readers to update their
information through additional research to cover the period after

publication of the article, since the author would do all the
necessary updating instead. The goal would presumably be to keep
reworking the article until it reached perfection, and then to keep
reworking it to take into account new developments in the law.
However, there are a number of difficulties with Hibbitts’s
vision. Just as over-editing by (student) editors prior to publication
can extract the novelty and individual voice from an article, so too
can over-editing by the author in collaboration with readers destroy
an article. In addition, the unrestrained feedback provided by
readers who may be anyone from students to professors to nonlawyers is unlikely to be of much greater value than a concentrated
critique by an expert in the relevant field, which is provided
through the peer review process. A number of practical difficulties
would also arise in terms of citing different versions of a particular
article.162 If the later versions write over the original version, how
will the reader distinguish between them? What if the reader wants
to read about the law as it stood at a particular time? As for
continuous updating, this would generate an enormous amount of
work for the author, who may well be the author of a number of
other articles that also require continuous updating, with
presumably no hope of finality163 until the end of the author’s
career.

IX

CONCLUSION

There are a number of potential difficulties with the publication
of law reviews, and Hibbitts has identified many of them. However,
most of his criticisms are more properly directed at the way in
which most law reviews currently operate in North America than at
law reviews themselves. While student editors are in some ways
preferable to faculty editors, selection of articles for publication by
students alone is problematic to say the least. A double-blind peer
review process generally eliminates problems associated with bias
and inexperience, while prohibition of multiple submissions
ensures that the valuable time and effort of editors as well as
referees is not wasted. Australian law reviews are often edited by
students, but many are edited by faculty or practitioners or a
combination of these. This mix of editorial styles may allow
different law reviews to fulfil the needs of different readers. More
importantly, double-blind peer review is widely used in Australia

and multiple submissions are generally prohibited. These key
features of Australian law reviews should allow them to survive
well into the next century, despite Hibbitts’s gloomy predictions.
Hibbitts points to the internet as evidence that the era of the
traditional law review has come to an end. However, the internet is
better regarded as a challenge than a threat to predominant modes
of law review publication. While the new technologies provide an
opportunity to publish legal articles in new formats and to reach
wider audiences, the traditional law review is not ready to be
discarded altogether. Publication by law reviews acting on advice
of independent referees allows articles to be thoroughly edited prior
to publication and then provides some means of sorting the articles
according to topic, quality and perspective. It would be difficult for
self-publication to perform these tasks to the same standard. The
possibility of electronic self-publication may induce law review
editors to be more circumspect in making changes to the text of
articles, so that editing is limited to correction of errors and minor
improvements while leaving the chosen style and substance of the
article intact. This may come as a relief to many authors, and would
be preferable to the proliferation of self-published articles on the
internet.
It may well be that law reviews are important for the reputation
of law schools and academics, but their worth is not restricted to
these areas. Ongoing scrutiny of the methods of operating law
reviews should ensure that high standards of quality and integrity
are maintained in the publication process. This in turn should cause
law review articles to be read rather than merely written. While it is
certainly an overstatement to suggest that “[l]aw reviews play a
vital role in the preservation of society”,164 they remain valuable
tools for the education of students, communication within the legal
profession, and development of the law.
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